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Abstract: Here I am showing an equation of everything
IF MASS IS THE QUANTITY OF MATTER OF A BODY, THEN MASS AND MATTER ARE SAME
THING.
TERMINALS OF THE EQUATION:
TEp1 - Er = tmLU .c² + tDM.c² + tDE
TEp1 - Total Primary energy = 1: THE SOURCE
Er - Remaining energy in Ep1
tmLU - Total Luminous Matter (Barium) of the Universe 4% of TEp1 - Er
c² - Square of the speed of light = 299 792 458 m / s . 299 792 458 m / s
tDM - Total dark matter (Dark Matter) of the Universe 23% of TEp1 - Er
tDE - Total Dark Energy (Dark Energy) of the Universe 73% of TEp1 - Er
EQUATION OF ALL
TEp1 - Er = tmLU .c² + tDM.c² + tDE
Example: If ... tmLU .c² + tDM.c² + tDE = 0,1
Then ............................................... Er = 0.9
Energy exists for all eternity without beginning or end. It is scientific fact that energy can
neither be created nor destroyed, it can only be changeable in various forms of it. According to
the circumstances, energy can be presented in one of its dual forms as being energy or matter
according to the concept e = m. c² or m = e/ c².
If there was no principle of energy, how can we understand the word principle when we
mention the principle of the Universe? We can understand as the principle of the Universe the
transformation of energy into matter and the beginning of time. Our answer may be in
Einstein's e = m. c². By the equation, energy can become matter and vice versa. Without
showing numbers this equation was illustrated in common language by the Jewish Isaiah in the
Bible some 700 years before Christ. He said: Look into space. Who created these things? It was
He who knows them all by name. Due to its immense dynamic energy and its frightening
power there is none missing. Isaiah (40:26) mentions energy forming (creating) the matter of
the Universe.
An important concept: In the universe there is rational life. According to science, by the
concept of heredity, life comes only from life (Pasteur), and the effect bears the characteristics
of the cause. If there is rational life in the Universe, there is certainly rational life OUTSIDE the
Universe, in the field of Er energy, in the cause that caused the Universe effect. It's logical,
scientific arguments. With the transformation of energy into matter came the movement of
mass in space and TIME began, because: "Time is a measure of movement of a referential" Explicit concept for millennia in Genesis 1:14. The great size of today's 15-billion-year-old
Universe should not be an obstacle to believing in the existence of a mind as its origin, for in
the beginning - the science says - the whole Universe was compressed into a speck like the
head of a pin. Size does not matter!

